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Our School
Kenwick School teaches students aged 4-19 years, with wide ranging special educational needs.
These include severe to profound intellectual disabilities, sensory and physical impairments; as well
as other complex medical and behavioural conditions. Our school is safe, supportive and engaging
learning environment that enables students to acquire the functional knowledge, coping, life and
social skills they require to achieve their full potential. We accomplish this through a relentless focus
on individualised and inclusive learning programs, which are underpinned by collaborative
engagement with our students, their families and other specialists.
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Our Community
The school cohort, and therefore community of families, carers, teaching and class staff, grew by just
under 10% this year. We are grateful and appreciative of the ongoing community recognition of our
expert learning programs and our ongoing commitment to improve these in the best interest of our
student cohort.
As identified in parent surveys conducted this year and 2014, increased interaction with our families
and the broader community remains an ongoing area for improvement. Many of our students are
transported to and from school on contract buses, and the school catchment area is diverse and
geographically widespread. These factors mitigate against routine family interactions common in
most school environments. With this challenge in mind, this year the school actioned several
successful community connection initiatives, including:
The Business in Gosnells (BiG) Event
The Business in Gosnells event run by City of Gosnells and sponsored by Bendigo Bank, was held
after school hours on Wednesday 31 October - the first time the event was held in a school
setting. The event significantly promoted the role of our School, its students and community
with local business leaders.

The School Ball
In September, eleven (11) of our students attended the Biennial Ball for
Year 10-12 students who attend Education Support Schools. As the
photographs in this publication attest to, it was a glittering and fitting
celebration of the coming-of-age event. The event, held in the Hyatt’s,
Golden Ballroom, was a wonderful funfilled and heart-warming occasion.
It was tremendous to see our students glammed-up in beautiful dresses,
dapper suits and their finery. They not only looked grown up, they rose to
the occasion and acted so appropriately; bringing smiles to the faces of all
concerned.

End of Year Concert
This annual event was held on 11 December and once again was a marvellous success. While
numbers were slightly down on 2017, well over 200 people attended. We are grateful to all those
who attended for their support. Our students of course were the stars once more, with their
enthusiastic (and often improvised) performances; much mirth and celebration was had by all in
attendance.
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Enrolments
Enrolments

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
(Projected)

Primary

28

29

30

36

35

Secondary

39

46

47

47

51

Overall

67

75

77

83

86

Our Mission
To ensure that all of our students develop the knowledge, confidence and skills to achieve their
potential and contribute to society.

Our Values






Achieving outcomes for all students.
Collaborating with the community.
Partnerships with others to wrap-around the needs of our students.
Quality staff who are knowledgeable, flexible and adaptive.
Offering successful practices and a unique range of services for students with special
educational needs.
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Our School Performance 2018
Attendance
Student attendance continued to be a Departmental and school priority in 2018. Comparisons
between Kenwick School and Departmental state-wide aggregated attendance data indicate:
Primary Year Levels had an 79.7% overall attendance profile (down from 84.1% in 2017) compared
with the State average of 92.6%; and Secondary Year Levels had an 87.7% overall attendance profile
(down from 88.9% in 2017) compared to the State average of 87.6%.

Attendance Profile
Secondary

Attendance Profile
Primary

87.6%
87.7%
79.70%
92.6%

State Average

Kenwick School

State Average

Kenwick School

Ongoing collaboration continued between home and school to support attendance in 2018, through
regular contact with the parents of students most at risk, and a focus on receiving and following up
notifications for unexplained absences. Tardy student arrivals and collections were also targeted.
School based scrutiny of attendance data indicates:




The complex and chronic health needs of a small cohort, which occasioned long term
hospitalisation, or complete non-attendance, have distorted overall attendance rates;
That school initiatives significantly impacted attendance patterns of several target
students; and
Ongoing work, requiring systemic support, is still needed to improve outcomes for a
handful of students.

Our data analysis indicates that the bulk of absences involve the above mentioned cohort who at
times may be away from school for extended periods. 2019 will focus on improving the
documentation of these prolonged periods of nonattendance.
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Attendance Profile 2018 Semester 1
Compulsory

Attendance Profile 2018 Semester 2
Compulsory

10.1%

14.8%

15.2%

12.3%
55.6%

62.0%
12.7%
17.3%

Regular (90% or greater)

Indicated (80% to <90%)

Regular (90% or greater)

Indicated (80% to <90%)

Moderate (60% to <80%)

Severe (<60%)

Moderate (60% to <80%)

Severe (<60%)
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Our School Plan 2018
High Expectations of success for every student
FOCUS AREA 1: Communication
Whole school approach to communication, based on common understandings by all stakeholders
enabling all students to have a voice, is operational.
The PODD (Pragmatic Organisational Dynamic Display)
communication system was successfully trialled in one
classroom in the 2017 school year, in 2018 it was identified as
essential to continue to develop the skills of teaching staff in
the use of PODD.
The Communication Coordinator modelled lessons using PODD
in classrooms to upskill teachers and education assistants using
PODD as a communication system for students with complex
communication needs, with the aim of those trained to be
proficient users by the end of the school year.

2018 Actions included:





Explicit modelling of lessons based around high interest sensory play activities (playdough,
bubbles, etc.);
Provision of lesson plans, materials and support with planning and implementing activities in
classrooms from the Communication Coordinator;
Advanced two-day training for two teachers in PODD communication systems;
Professional Learning for all teaching staff during a curriculum meeting as a hands on
introduction to PODD.

At the end of the 2018 school year, the PODD system was successfully implemented in four of the
Primary classrooms. Additionally, four (4) more teachers and multiple education assistants were
trained in the use and navigation of the PODD system. This was achieved through the modelling of
high interest lessons. Going forward in the 2019, it is planned that the Communication Coordinator
will support teaching staff to incorporate PODD during literacy lessons to enable the expression of
students’ ideas and interests.
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2016 to 2018 Data Review
In 2016, internal review processes identified that many students did not possess a functional and
consistent means of communication despite sustained efforts to improve communication outcomes.
The review further recognised a need for:




A whole school approach to communication;
Improved utilisation of communication teaching resources; and
The need for teachers and classroom staff to be further exposed to professional learning in
successful contemporary current practices.

Therefore, at the end of 2016, the Communication Committee was formed to address the issues
around communication. The school resourced and appointed a Communication Coordinator to:



Mentor teachers in using Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC); and
To action the above and other objectives items on the School Plan.

The 2016-18 longitudinal data below shows that the strategies implemented an overall increase in the
number of students being taught specific AAC goals in the English Learning Area.

Percentage of students with AAC goals in the English Learning Area.

69%

67%

63%

2016

2017
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2018

Our School Plan 2018
High Expectations of success for every student
FOCUS AREA 2: Social Development
School-wide behaviour socialisation framework and systems strengthening pro-social
behaviour in students are operational.
Social Development: As per the School Plan 2016-2019, the development of social competencies of
our cohort continued to be a school-wide focus. For the past 5 years the school has fundamentally
reformed its approach, from the conventional philosophies of behaviour management to the
teaching of pro-social skills via collaborative strategies. This approach empowers students to make
decisions by mapping out clear flows of student behavioural choices to predicted outcomes.
Students are helped to explore their decisions in a safe, supportive context; and from there to
generalise their decision making to other contexts. Strategies are calibrated to the developmental
abilities of individual students.
Facilitating this change has necessitated continued professional development to augment staff
understandings of the underlying causes of behaviour, shaping challenging behaviour and fluency
training in effective remedial strategies (e.g. ‘tracking’, enhanced communication systems). In 2018
school-based strategies included the:








Continued engagement of the services of a Psychology Group specialising in disability;
Ongoing professional development programs;
Active ‘wrap around’ case management of several ‘at-risk’ students;
Implementation of Social Development Plans (SDPs) to teach adaptive behaviours focused on
coping and self-regulation, and to mitigate maladaptive behaviours;
Implementation of a range of innovative programs, based on individual student needs
continued, including two highly structured therapeutic programs (with 2:1 staff/student
support ratios);
Continued prioritization of ‘point of need’ support by School Admin to safely manage
challenging incidents and to model and shape preferred strategies;
Continuation and expansion (from 0.2 to 0.4 FTE) of a behaviour therapy role to support and
coordinate social development work;

How successful are we?
The school has continued to collect extensive data on challenging incidents throughout 2018. This data
has allowed for useful measurement of the types and intensity of behavioural incidents, against which
the efficacy of our strategies could be monitored, assessed and recalibrated.
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Whole of School Outcomes
Analysis of key data (refer charts below) indicates that:



There were a total of 505 recorded incidents, three less than recorded last year.
Reported behaviour across three behavioural categories represents an average of 6.1% per
student, compared to 6.6% from 2017.

Across the year, the total reported incidents increased from 193 in Semester 1 to 312 in Semester 2.
This sharp increase corresponded to a heightened school-wide focus on reporting incidents. In the
same period, the number of ‘Minor’ episodes, also increased from 75 in Semester 1 to 181 in Semester
2.
Of these 505 reports, 256 (50.7%) were in the “Minor” category, 204 (40.4%) were “Significant” and
45 (8.9 %) were in the “Critical/Acute” category. “Critical/Acute” category figure is 2.4% lower than
last year. This, when seen in conjunction with the increase (i.e. 1.9%) in “Minor” incidents suggest
that our students are increasingly demonstrating coping skills and class staff are becoming more fluent
in diffusing challenging situations and ‘tracking’ student behaviour choices to situational outcomes.
Outcomes for Case Managed Cohort
65.7% of all incidents involved a discreet cohort of case-managed students. This figure is down from
70.6% last year. Pleasingly, only 9.9% of incidents involving case-managed students were categorised
as “Critical/Acute”, down by some 2.9% in 2017. This compares favourably with 8.9% for their noncase managed peers.
Outcomes for Case Managed Cohort (continued)
The 7.6% reduction in the “Critical/Acute” category between Term 1 to Term 4 for case-managed
students and the 13% increase incidents in the “Minor” category, strongly supports the school’s
extensive case management processes. It also provides compelling evidence that subject case
managed students have experienced positive growth in their pro-social skills, particularly in their
ability to cope.
An overwhelming proportion (i.e. 91.1%) of total reported incidents were diffused prior to
progressing to “Critical/Acute” events. This represents a fall of 3.9% compared to 2017 figures.
Overall, this data confirms that several students require ongoing intensive support to develop and
improve their communication, coping and pro-social outcomes. However, it supports our view that:



Staff implementation of the de-escalation and collaborative strategies are improving;
The development of self-regulation and social learning in our cohort has improved.

Kenwick School remains committed to improving the social outcomes for these and all Kenwick
School students; these commitments are reflected in the School Plan 2016-2019.
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All Incidents

All Incidents
Level 1 Minor

Category 1 Negative
Behaviour

36%

50%

14
%

29%
Category 2 Physical
Intimidation student/student

14%

Category 3 Physical
Intimidation student/staff

Legend
Data is compiled in three major categories;
Category 1- Negative Behaviour
Category 2- Physical Intimidation-student/student
Category 3- Physical Intimidation-student/staff.

Each reported incident is measured according to its level of severity as defined as follows:
Level 1- Minor (Low intensity behaviours);
Level 2-Significant- (High intensity behaviours); and
Level 3- Critical/Acute- (High risk and sustained behaviours).
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57%

Level 2 Significant

Level 3 Critical/Acute

Curriculum Development
The school continued to focus on implementing specific educational
objectives for documented educational plans (DEP) of students.
Admin’s quality assurance processes, supported teachers to scrutinise
DEP objectives to ensure these met the Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic and Timed (SMART) target criteria.
Analysis of school-wide DEP data indicates a significant uptick in
successful student outcomes in 2018 results as a result of these
efforts. Improvements worthy of celebration include.

90%



A school-wide achievement average of
across all
learning areas (including Science, The Arts etc.);



School-wide attainment of



95% and 93% achievement respectively, in the curriculum areas of The Arts and SOSE;



89% achievement in the Technology and Enterprise outcomes; and finally



100% achievement in the Science curriculum area. However, it is notable that there is a

89% in Social Development (or Behavioural) outcomes;

low number of science outcomes school-wide. It appears that more work is required to
assist teachers to adapt this curriculum to the needs of our cohort.










.
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Curriculum Development (continued)
2016 to 2018 Data Review
The following table provides a longitudinal comparison of student attainment in the key curriculum
areas of English, Health and Physical Education, Maths and ASDAN over this period.
Curriculum
Development

Sem 2 (2016)
% Achieved

Sem 2 (2017)
% Achieved

Sem 2 (2018)
% Achieved

Sem 2 (2017/18)
Comparison

English

83

79

88

+9

Health & PE

85

75

86

+11

Maths

94

78

93

+15

ASDAN
Average
Total
Achievement

87

88

99

+2

87

78.5

91.5

The data tells us that:


2018 has seen a sharp increase in student attainment in. After moderate returns in 2017, the



average performance is
higher when compared to 2017 achievement data;
A significant jump in the attainment of Maths outcomes from 78% in 2017 to 93% this year,



representing a
improvement;
The attainment in English outcomes, which includes Reading & Viewing, and



Communication, improved by
and
on 2016 and 2017 returns respectively;
A pleasing improvement in the attainment of Health and Physical Education outcomes from

13%

15%

5%

9%

75% in 2017 to 86% this year, representing of a


11% improvement; and finally

11% improvement in the attainment ASDAN objectives from 88% in 2017 to 99% this

An
year.

A cautionary note: These sharp improvements in attainment are, in part, attributed to changes implemented in
2018 to the way teachers write outcomes. Prompt levels (i.e. the amount of help a student requires to achieve
something) were being removed from the objectives themselves. Teachers now assess student achievement
and stipulate the amount of help (or prompt level) the student required to achieve each objective.
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Our 2018 Financial Report
The school budget was prepared by our Manager Corporate Services
(MCS) and the Principal, in consultation with Cost Centre managers and
the Finance Committee and endorsed by the School Council. The
School’s Finance Committee met to consider applications for
expenditure from school staff and monitored cost centres and budget.
The finances were managed according to Department of Education
policies and procedures. Low Voluntary Contribution rates continue to
challenge the school. However, the 40.14% collected this year is a
pleasing improvement, up 9.64% from 30.5% in 2017. The positive result
is attributed to the implementation of additional follow-up procedures.
INCOME
Voluntary Contributors $4,180.00
Charges & Fees $8,362.64
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorship $2,450.00
Commonwealth Government Revenues $341.21
Other Revenues $11,366.84
Total Local Raised Funds $120,035.14
Opening Balance $95,182.00
Student Centred Funding $390,878.00

EXPENDITURE
Administration $30,760.96
Lease Payments $2,068.16
Utilities, Facilities & Maintenance $103,197.24
Buildings, Property & Equipment $88,284.80
Curriculum & Student Services $102,257.15
Professional Development $17,294.20
Other Expenditure $862.82
Total Expenditure $344,725.33
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Our 2018 Graduating Students
Our whole school Graduation ceremony was held at the Real Life Church in Gosnells on 30 November.
The ceremony was attended by members of State Parliament, the community and the City Gosnells
dignitaries.
Seven Pre Primary, four Primary and three Year 12 students graduated.
The number of parent and community
members in attendance was high, and
the event was a fitting celebration of
the wonderful achievements of all
graduates and broader student cohort.

Our Professional Learning
All teaching staff engaged in a range of professional learning, including the use of technology, Autism,
Behaviour Management, Team Teach, ASDAN and Manutention Training. Darin Cairns work continued
and honed in on developing clearer understandings of Functional Behaviour Analysis (FBA) and
embedding these within our socialisation policies across the school. The School funds ongoing
professional learning opportunities for its valued Education Assistants and Admin Support Team.
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Our Staff Retirements
We thank and acknowledge Kenwick School staff
members who have moved on to the next stage of
their lives. We wish Elaine De Ruiter, Education
Assistant, and Margaret Bartlett, Teacher, a very
happy retirement and many years of enjoyment.
Their contribution to Kenwick School is invaluable.
Jenny Grant contributed to Kenwick School both as a teacher between 1994 and 2007; and then in her
role as Deputy Principal from 2010. Jenny’s passion and unwavering commitment to our students and
her support of their families was then, and remains, unparalleled. These qualities, coupled with her
exemplary teaching skills, knowledge of disabilities and their impact on learning, as well as her
leadership, were pivotal in shaping Kenwick School into the outstanding place of learning it is today.
We acknowledge and thank Jenny Grant for being a true Kenwick School legend.
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NOS Parent Survey 2018
In November, the school invited parents and caregivers to participate in the National Opinion Survey
to provide feedback on how we are going as a school. Despite a variety of innovations to encourage
participation in the survey, only 17 (or 20%) of a possible 83 completed parent surveys were returned,
down from 28% in 2014.
Survey results conveyed positive opinions of Kenwick school, including an approval rate of between
88% to 98% over the 20 dimensions. The dimensions included the school’s student focus,
educational/behavioural progress and standards, parent perceptions, student safety, staff/parent
relationships and school maintenance. Key findings included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Teacher expectations for student and feedback (94% and 88% respectively);
Teachers fair treatment of students (100%);
Student behaviour is well managed at this school (100%);
My child likes being at this school (100%);
This school takes parents opinions seriously (88% positive/12 % neutral);
My child’s teachers are good teachers (100%).

Respondents were unanimous in their response to the
proposition that Kenwick School was ‘well led’; with 69% strongly
agreeing and 31% agreeing with this proposition.
Most gratifyingly all respondents agreed that they ‘would
recommend Kenwick School to others’; with 76% strongly
agreeing and 24% agreeing with this proposition.
In response to the question; “I am informed about school matters”
responses varied from ‘Often’ (24%), ‘Very Often’ (12%) and (65%)
’Always’. While the school communication with home is positively
assessed, the school must have an unrelenting focus on
improvement in this respect.
Finally, it is noteworthy that 100% of respondents believed “(t)he
school provides an inviting atmosphere to families with 71%
strongly agreeing and 29% agreeing with this statement. Overall
the survey provides evidence that parents and caregivers have a
positive attitude towards the school, its educational programs, its
teaching (and class) staff and its overall leadership. Greater
community connection and enhancing communication and teacher
feedback on student progress are identified as opportunities for
improvement.
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Parent Opinion Survey Comments
What improvements, if any, could the school make to support your child’s learning needs?


“I believe my son’s educational needs are being fully met, (he) loves going to school, it is the
only other place that (he) feels completely safe and happy other than home”



“My child has excelled so much since attending this school and I’m so please and thankful for
everything the school does for my child. Thank You”



“(Since) my Grandson enrolled at Kenwick School, his learning ability and achievements have
improved immensely”
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Our 2018

A YEAR OF TRANSFORMATION

Rebranding the School
Modernising the corporate image of Kenwick School has been a long term goal. Our School has used
the standard gum nuts logo since its inception in 1981; a logo apparently chosen to reference the
school’s location. While this logo has served the school well over the years, it never truly
communicated the crucial role the school plays within the Department of Education’s range of
services. In truth it neither represented the true function or uniqueness of our school. Therefore,
this year, the school engaged the services of the design group responsible for the School’s new
website, to assist it in the development of a new logo and brand.
Their brief was to design a brand and logo using bright colours to represent:







Diversity, acceptance and respect;
An understanding that each individual is unique;
Recognition of individual differences and growth in a safe educational environment.
Our mission: “To ensure that all of our students develop the knowledge, confidence and skills
to achieve their potential and contribute to society.”
The connection to community.
The school’s mission and values - “Learning Together one step at a time”.

Several design concepts were put forward and eventually variations of the ‘tree of diversity’ were
voted on by our staff earlier in Term 3. The final design was approved by our School Council in
September this year.
The meaning behind the new Logo is as follows:
The trunk



Symbolises that the school’s strength and reason for being comes from our student body.
Its unique shape reflects the inclusiveness at the core of everything the school aspires to
achieve namely:
- The celebration of difference
- High care, flexibility and high performance
- Pursuit of excellence.

The canopy



Circle shapes (blossoms, leaves and fruits), quite literally represents diversity.
The canopy’s interconnected circles represent our strong community and the partnerships so
vital to meet the diverse needs of our students.
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Environmental Transformation
School leadership has strongly focused on the improvement of the School’s physical environment for
many years. Its goal has been to create a vibrant, aesthetically pleasing and inclusive learning
environment to cater for the diverse needs of students. It is based on our strong conviction that our
environment substantially impacts our state of mind; sense of value and our ability to learn and
function. Last year, the creation of our fabulous “Play-for-All” playground, is illustrative of this
unyielding focus and philosophy.
This transformative process gathered considerable pace in 2018 with the initiation of wide-ranging
projects to improve learning areas, safety, staff facilities and parking/drop-off facilities. The
Department of Education allocated approximately $1.6m on our school for these projects. In
addition, the school substantially contributed to the projects listed below as did the Stan Perron
Foundation; namely the staffroom upgrade and development of a Café. The following works were
underway by year’s end:

Kitchen or Food Technology – The
current facility was developed in 1981 and its
equipment is outmoded and not inclusive of
the diverse needs of our cohort. The facility
will be fully upgraded to provide to
contemporary industrial standards, that will
enable;
· Greater opportunities to teach and extend
many more of our students;
· More independent student access to basic
cooking and personal independence programs;
· Delivery of our ASDAN programs and eventually Certificate I in Hospitality courses;
· Inclusive access for students’ physical disabilities (e.g. height adjustable bench spaces);

Staffroom Upgrade - Our current staffroom has not kept pace with growing staff numbers. It
will be relocated to the former Library. Its position, adjoining the new Food Tech facility will allow
connectivity between the two spaces. It is estimated that the Kitchen will cost approximately $200,
000 to complete and fully equip.
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Café - To complement the Food Technology facility, a Café will be established in our Recreation
Room. It will be a safe learning environment for our students to practice a wide variety of life and
vocational skills in a ‘real-life’ environment, including:





Learning to access public environments and the practice appropriate social behaviours in a
café/restaurant setting;
Contextual development of communication, literacy and numeracy (including money) skills;
Personal independence skills, awareness of Health and Safety, general and workplace
based; and critically;
Vocational training (Barista training, waiting/service training and cleaning).

The projected costs of the project, including building works, professional fees and fit-out is expected
to be approximately $85, 000 plus GST. The costs will be jointly funded via a generous donation from
the Stan Perron Trust and also school coffers.

Secondary Demountable Cluster and drainage works – Works commence early
December to remove and replace our Secondary School demountables, including six classrooms and
3 special facilities (i.e. Multi-Sensory Environment, Therapy and Independent Living Centre.
Extensive drainage works to mitigate against flooding of the secondary and oval areas will be a
feature of these works. It is planned that the works will be completed in time for the beginning of
the 2019 school year;

Covered walkways Secondary Cluster – The entire will feature covered walkways and it is
currently planned that these will be installed in the Term 1 holiday, next year.

Installation of Fire Services -This $100K project will install contemporary and DFES compliant
services to protect the school. It is anticipated that these works will be completed by midDecember.

Carpark Extension and drainage works – This highly anticipated and welcomed project will
provide an additional 45 paved bays and extensive drainage, and rationalise the circulation (and
safety) within the carpark. The drainage works will address the inundation problems caused by the
localities high groundwater table level, which has severely impacted parking and pick-up/drop-off
during the winter months.
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WAESPAA Awards 2018
This prestigious industry Awards evening was held at the
Perth Convention Centre on Friday 16 November. I am
happy to report that a record total of 9 staff were
nominated for these Awards. MCS Jane Connor and Teacher
Antonietta James were finalists in their respective
categories. Jenny Bohnet and Tracey Kowalski won their
Education Assistant categories.
All of these Nominees, Finalists and Category winners are to
be congratulated. I thank and acknowledge all of them for
their work and service to our School; and furthermore thank
the writers of these Nominations who were also invited to
the Awards night.
Award Winners: (From left to right) Tracey Kowalski & Jenny Bohnet.

Sports Carnival 2018
Our annual sports carnival was held on 19 October. Primary and secondary students participated in
tabloid and relay events on our Play-for-All Playground. This was a change from traditional carnivals
and was well received by the whole school community.
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